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  When it comes to religion, most everyone claims to know! People claim to 
know they are saved and bound for Heaven. They claim to know they are 
worshipping in an acceptable manner to God. They claim they would not trade the 
feeling in their hearts for a stack of Bibles. People claim one church is as good as 
another. Some people even claim that the church does not matter – “give me 
Christ, but not the church.”  

It should be apparent that people can claim anything, but what is being claimed 
may be far from the truth. To claim or assume something to be true does not make 
it true. Yet, many people are gullible regarding their “claims” and accept them as if 
they are valid facts. Ever sadder is the fact that some people continue to believe in 
the claims of “claim-makers” who are batting zero! It is doubtful (although not 
impossible) that a baseball team would want to invest millions in a person whose 
performance record and batting record is zero. In religion, however, so many 
people tend to wager their souls on the provable false and unfilled claims of 
religious shysters and pied-pipers! 

There have been hundreds of predictions of the end of the world. Each 
prediction has something in common with all other predictions – it is false as 
night! Although there were predictions made earlier, let us begin with Hyppolytus 
and Lactantius stating Christ would return in the year 500. What they claimed 
would happen did not occur. In 1553, Michael Stiefel made the claim that Christ’s 
coming and judgment would occur at 8 a.m. on October 19th. In 1715, William 
Whiston, a professor of mathematics was certain the world would end. John 
Wesley predicted that “the time, times and half a time” of Revelation 12:14 were 
10581836. The world did not end in 1836. William Miller was not quite as precise 
– the world would end sometime between 1833 and 1834. Charles Russell, 
inventor of the Jehovah’s Witnesses, consulted the 4th chapter of Daniel and 
claimed the world would end in 1914. The Witnesses tried again in 1918 and 
failed. But what is to keep a false prophet and avid claimer from trying again? As 
long as there are gullible people – nothing! The Witnesses said the world would 
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end in 1925 but again were mistaken. Fifty years later with even more faithful 
followers, the Witnesses struck again – the world would end and Christ would 
come in 1975. Some twelve years later, the Witnesses again boldly claimed the 
world would end in 1984. Remember this the next time these so called “witnesses” 
come to your home to teach you the truth about the Bible. Edgar Whisenant wrote 
a book and listed 88 reasons why the rapture would be in 1988. When you can find 
people to continue to believe what you claim, why let failure deter you? Mr. 
Whisenant produced another book in 1989 and using your crystal ball you guessed 
correctly – “89 reasons why the Rapture is in 1989.” Pastor John Hinkle of Christ 
Church Los Angeles in 1994 claimed he received a vision from God and also 
claimed God said: “On Thursday, June the 9th, I will rip the evil out of this world.” 
The world did not end! But wait, the “Witnesses” not to be outdone also claimed 
1994 would be the year of Christ’s return. When the end of the world did not 
occur, the “Witnesses” declare that “Armageddon has been delayed and the end of 
the world no longer nigh.” Ah, what comfort! As you can imagine, the year 2000 
had too many claims to mention. David Meade predicted that “Nibiru would 
become visible in the sky and would soon destroy the earth (Sept. 23-Oct. 15, 
2017).” When that prophecy failed, Meade predicted the rapture would occur and 
the world would end on April 23, 2018. And, Weinland, who had predicted that the 
world would end in 2011, 2012, and 2013 then boldly predicted that Jesus would 
return on June 9, 2019. Date setters show no shame or embarrassment. Dates for 
the world to end have been set for many more years than has been mentioned in 
this article and will no doubt continue to be set as long as people give credence to 
false claims. 

Now think of all the people that claim to believe God’s Word! It has already 
been proven just how shallow a claim can be. What does God’s Word say? Jesus 
said, “Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away. But of 
that day and hour knoweth no one, not even the angels of heaven, neither the Son, 
but the Father only” (Matt. 24:35-36). How difficult is it to understand that no 
man or angel knows when the world will end? If no one knows when the world 
will end, there are no God-given signs as to when the world will end. No, the 24th 
chapter of the book of Matthew does not provide one with signs to the end of the 
world. These “signs” are for the destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 70. The Lord 
again warned, “Then if any man shall say unto you, Lo, here is the Christ, or, 
Here; believe it not. For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and 
shall show great signs and wonders; so as to lead astray, if possible, even the 
elect” (Matt. 24:23-24). 

People can and often do make the most outlandish claims with absolutely no 
truth or facts to support the claims. It is appalling that many of our politicians 
elected to guide our country constantly spew forth baseless claims as if they were 
proven truths. The most tragic thing of all, however, is the person who continues to 
hold tightly to a religious claim that either is condemned by or is not authorized by 
the Word of God! 

As a song says, “Here’s your sign.” So many proudly and arrogantly wear their 
sign of claiming to know about sacred matters. The chasm is great, however, 
between claiming to know and knowing Bible truths. Study God’s Word! Know 



and believe what it says! Obey and follow it, and you will not follow the empty 
and soul damning claims of men! 
  
 
 


